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Upper limb disorders (ULDs)—conditions which affect the muscles, tendons, ligaments, 
nerves or other soft tissues and joints in the upper limbs, such as the neck, shoulders, 
arms, wrists, hands and fingers—are alarmingly widespread. ULDs occur across a 
wide range of sectors and jobs. Any type of work that involves employees using their 
arms to carry out tasks can leads to ULDs. From benign work activities like computer 
use to heavy-duty assembly work, most workers risk developing ULDs in the 
workplace.

As an employer, you are required to manage workplace risks, which include ULDs. 
Managing and reducing the risks of ULDs is one of the most effective ways to combat 
workplace injuries.

A number of factors have the potential to cause ULDs, such as:

 Repetitive work
 Uncomfortable working postures
 Sustained or excessive force
 Long work periods without suitable breaks
 Poor working environment and organisation

The range of ULD symptoms is as broad as the causes of ULDs; tenderness, aches 
and pain, stiffness, weakness, tingling, numbness, cramps and swelling are common.

Despite the variety of ULDs, there are some concrete steps to manage ULD risk. Start 
by assessing your workplace; this involves looking around to determine which jobs may 
cause harm. Then decide how likely it is for harm to occur; come up with ways to 
reduce that likelihood. You should also think about ways to change work organisation 
to minimise risk. For instance, you could tweak work hours to allow for more evenly-
spaced breaks. You’ll also need to help ULD sufferers at work by accommodating their 
injuries. The more you work with your employees, the faster they will return to work and 
the more productive they will be.

These changes do not necessarily need to be expensive. Simple things like job rotation 
to ensure workers are not exposed to repetitive work can be effective. Consider ULD 
risks when installing new workstations so that you can avoid any costly design changes 
down the road. Also be sure to prioritise risks—deal with the most serious ones first. 
You will start to see the benefits straight away.

Of course, it may not be possible to prevent all cases of ULDs. Encourage your 
employees to report ULD injuries at the first sign of them. This can speed up your 
employees’ recovery and help them get back to work.
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The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) recently issued guidance to 
help businesses obtain first aid training without the HSE’s direct 
supervision. The guidance reflects the 1 October 2013 change to the 
Health and Safety (First-Aid) Regulations 1981, which removes the 
requirement for the HSE to approve the first aid training and 
qualifications of appointed first aid personnel.

The amendment shows the HSE’s intentions to make it easier for 
businesses to comply with health and safety law, and applies to 
businesses of all sectors and sizes.

There are still legal requirements in place to ensure that employees 
possess the necessary amount of first aid knowledge—that will not 
change. Rather than relying on the HSE-approved trainers, now 
employers can select their own first aid trainers for their businesses’ 
needs.

After consulting with the public, facilitating discussions with 
stakeholders and soliciting input from businesses, the HSE feels 
confident it has provided employers with adequate information to 
oversee their own first aid training programmes.

The third edition of the Health and Safety (First-Aid) Regulations 
1981, which incorporates the amendment, is available for free 
download from the HSE website at 
www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/books/l74.htm. It outlines legal requirements 
and details about how to assess a business’ first aid needs.

The HSE has also provided an additional document called ‘Selecting a 
first-aid training provider’, which is designed to help employers comply 
with the new regulations and oversee their own first aid training. This 
document can be downloaded from the HSE’s website at 
www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/geis3.htm.

Jewellery ban in school
In a decision that must surely be ruffling the 
fashionable feathers of young students, a school 
has cited health and safety concerns as the 
reason for banning pupils from wearing jewellery. 
The school sent out a uniform reminder stating 
that chains and necklaces were forbidden. The 
HSE panel conceded that banning jewellery 
during PE class is recommended, but a reliance 
on non-existent health and safety regulations is 
indefensible. The school must be clear about its 
intentions in completely prohibiting jewellery.

Hotel room security chain 
removal
An unhappy guest complained about a hotel’s 
insistence that security chains must be removed 
from all room doors in order to comply with health 
and safety law. Without the chains, guests are 
unable to lock their doors from the inside of their 
rooms. Despite a lever-style handle which locks 
the door, the guest insisted that a child could still 
easily exit the room without the added security of 
a chain. The HSE explained that there is no 
regulation that outlaws door security chains.

Under-three-year-olds banned 
from chip shop
A woman on holiday in Suffolk reported an 
Aldeburgh chippy with a sign banning children 
under three years old from entering the 
restaurant due to health and safety reasons. The 
HSE panel ruled that this was another instance of 
defending unnecessary restrictions with bogus 
claims about health and safety regulations. 
According to the panel, the solution is simple: 
rather than barring entry to under-three-year-
olds, the restaurant should ask parents to control 
their children.

Norfolk company fined for 
printing press injury
A Norwich printing firm was fined £6,700 and 
ordered to pay £3,030.10 in costs after a 44-year-
old employee almost lost his right index finger 
due to the absence of a fixed metal guard on the 
printing press he was using. The HSE 
investigation found that the guard had been 
removed five weeks earlier by another employee 
to make adjustments but was never replaced. 
The injured employee was treated in hospital and 
was off work for three months.
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